Marda Gras Volunteer Job Descriptions
SET-UP & TAKE-DOWN TEAMS: 5AM - 9AM or 5PM- 7PM (10 pos)
Few people know about the magic it takes to transform the streets into a
festival space. A little bit of elbow grease will do it. A great option for
volunteers who like to arrive early to the party, or stay late and
get things back in order.
BLOCK CAPTAIN: 5AM - 9AM (10 pos)
When vendors start arriving in the morning, these are the people that tell them
where they need togo. This involves a bit of logistics, because we may be
working around an annual marathon that runs through some parts of the
festival area while load-in happens.
INFORMATION TENT: 9AM - 1PM or 12PM - 5PM (4 pos)
At the heart of the festival, Information tent volunteers provide other
volunteers with scheduling information, food/water and answer questions.
This is where volunteers check in when they arrive. This is also where
vendors, patrons and entertainers go for information and paperwork.
ENTERTAINMENT STAGE MANAGER: 9AM - 5PM (4 pos FILLED UP)
You will be responsible for logistics at one of our entertainment stages. As a
bonus, you get to spend the day enjoying the performances.
KID’S AREA MANAGER: 9AM - 5PM (1 pos FILLED UP)
This is your chance to be the leader of Kid lovers. Must love to support the team
and train the team how to do crafts and activities for kids. Your primary
responsibility is to ensure that all teams are managed, motivated and developed
so that customers receive a service which exceeds their expectations!

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATOR: 9AM - 1PM or 12PM - 5PM (30 pos)
For anyone is interested in making Calgary more environmentally friendly. A
face of Marda Gras who provides information to attendees about proper
disposal of recyclable materials and the importance of the festival’s waste
reduction initiatives. No garbage touching is involved with this role!

KIDS’ QUARTER: 9AM - 1PM or 12PM - 5PM (30 pos)
Marda Gras Kids Area is bustling with activities. Must like to have fun! Mask
making, bounce houses and obstacle courses are just a few of the activities.
BUS PASSENGER COUNTER: 9AM - 1PM or 12PM - 5PM (4 pos)
A friendly face of Marda Gras, on the school bus shuttle to the festival
grounds. For those who love to stay on the move!

